
Editorial

Firstly, I apologize to all our members and subscribers for the especially late publication
of this Volume. A heavy additional workload, due to staff sick leave, has hindered
progress and so I appreciate your patience in receiving this particular Bulletin.

Volume 45 includes a broad series of papers, covering topics ranging from the latest
methods of mapping air pollution by Ben Barratt and Julia Fussell to a fresh look at the
maps in the collection of 18th century surveyor, engraver, printer, publisher, and map-
seller Andrew Dury, provided by David Smith. It is this sort of diversity which
characterizes cartography and reiterates the value of our field as a fertile ground for
interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary research. 

Between these two excellent papers are four more articles, each bringing new
innovations to light. First, a new theoretical approach to mapping railway networks is
offered by Andrew and Martin Smithers (continuing Andrew’s pioneering work published
in Volume 43), followed by a lively paper by Daniel Cockayne, Edward Mills, and Laura
Woolcock that describes their original counter-mapping of the London Underground map.
Steve Chilton then takes us on a reflective journey through (almost) a year’s worth of
cartographic development, before Maurizio Napolitano and Peter Mooney present and
explain their revolutionary tool for identifying areas of high quality spatial data in
OpenStreetMap.

I have been pleased to have had Steve Chilton’s help in compiling Computers in
Cartography and am very grateful to Ben Hennig for assembling this Volume’s Events
section. We have been very fortunate to have former ‘SocBull’ Editor Bob Parry
coordinate the Reviews section for this and for the last few Volumes, and I am sorry to
confess that I finally gave in to letting him step aside. Reviews have been a particularly
strong under Bob’s watch and I know you will join me in thanking him – it is now our
task to continue to uphold his high standards in seeking his successor. 

As I look towards our forthcoming Summer School at UCL (3rd–5th September) and
the publication of Volume 46, I warmly invite you to consider submitting an article to
The Bulletin. As a reminder, contributions, however short, are welcomed from both
members and non-members of the Society on any aspect of cartography, its history, or
application and you can submit your item directly to me at bulletineditor@soc.org.uk or
if you prefer, call for a chat first on (0044) (0)1227 782324.

Alexander J. Kent
Bulletin Editor

The editor wishes to point out that the v iews expressed in articles and rev iews are those of 
the authors and do not necessarily  represent those of the Society  of Cartographers. 
Material for publication should be sent to 
Dr Alexander Kent (Email: BulletinEditor@soc.org.uk )
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